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By turning this page, you affirm under penalty of perjury that you are of legal age to view
adult material in your community and that you are not offended by edgy humor. People
with known racial sensitivities, heart conditions, back problems, missing children,
rapephobia, or people who keep their hands and feet inside the car at all times should not
read this issue of THE KOALA. Pregnant women are advised to consult their doctors before reading this.

FOR LOYAL FANS ONLY!!!
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Ed Box
You know, those damn fools always
got to be accusin’. Now I’m “racially
insensitive.” I’m not racially insensitive.
Hell, my life history reads like a page from
the Roman Catholic canon. I was born in
San Dimas. I live in San Diego. My home
break is San Clemente. My best friends
are from El Centro and Encinitas. What
more do you want? I grew up in Azusa,
and they have everything from A to Z in
the USA in Azusa. There were always
Mexican kids hanging around the Stop ‘N
Go and I’d see them everytime I went there
to buy my Ding-Dongs and Tab. Ahh, yes.
The Stop ‘N Go. I suppose that’s where I
learned that Mexicans will talk all day
long, but never follow up on doing anything. They’d hang out in the parking lot,
always talking about pinching this and
pinching that, but I never saw those worthless punks pinching anything. I lived right
off Sierra Madre Blvd. I go to school in La
Jolla. One time, I went to Mexico, and one
guy I met called me Panochey. I told him
my name was Jorge, but he kept calling me
Panochey. I think he might have been
drunk.
I was remembering the other day
about the time I took a girl down to the
beach to watch the grunion run. Thinks I,
“What could possibly create better mood
than the beautiful sight of masses of jack
smelt engaging in glorious reproduction in
front of our very eyes, for all to see?”
Well, when we got there, we were met with
the sight of hundreds of three-inch long
fish writhing in a sticky mix of sperm,
eggs, sand and salt water. Needless to say,
this sight did not create the mood I had
intended for the evening. After that, we
pretty much just averted our eyes and
made a beeline back to the parking lot.
Quite possibly the worst date of my life.
I’m really worried about THE
GUARDIAN. It seems that they have run
out of “KOALA EDITOR WAKES, GOES
TO CLASS” stories. That is why I have
included the below schedule of my anticipated bowel movements for the week of
March 4-8, 2002.
Monday: 9:15am
Tuesday: 11:00am
Wednesday: 3:45pm
Thursday: 6:31pm
Friday: No anticipated excretory activity
Have that hot blonde reporter keep on me
and maybe I’ll shit out another story for
you guys. Kiss My Ass, Guardian Fags!
Enjoy the issue!
-ED

Letters To The Editor
Yo George,
Aren’t you worried that someone might
attack you after all the shit you’ve been
printing?
Ed - Not really. You see, I don’t actually
harbor preconceptions about ethnic groups.
Wouldn’t it be ironic if, say, a bunch of
Mexicans jumped me one day? Talk about
falling into your ethnic stereotype trap!!!

Stupid Pic of the Month
What you don’t want to see when you take the cockpit tour. This is
my bro, he’s a pilot, and he’s the reason I always take a bus.
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“If I get my G.E.D., I’m applying to Harvard”
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The World Famous

Koala LISTS!!
Top Five Jeff Dodge Pick Up Lines:
1. I only want pure children.
2. Are you going to eat that hotdog?
3. My friends call me dough-boy, you
can knead me all night long.
4. I’m fat and hungry for you.
Rawwwrrr!
5. I will smother you with love.
Top Five Things You Never Have to
Say to a Midget:
1. Can you buy me a tool belt?
2. On your knees, bitch!
3. What the fuck is a half-pint of
beer?
4. Down in front!
5. Do you think my bald spot is getting bigger?
Top One Way to Silence the Room:
1. So, what do you think is most sexy
about midgets?
Top Five Sexy Things about Midgets:
1. Amazing abs developed by pissing
into traditional height urinals.
2. Big eyes.
3. Think of them as man juice concentrate.
4. Dimpled asses.
5. Two words: Gary Coleman.
Top Five Complaints of Midgets:
1. Keep getting mistaken for leprechauns.
2. Can’t go out on St. Patty’s Day.
3. People are always after me lucky
charms.
4. Guarding gold has become very
difficult since the invention of stun
guns.
5. Keep getting mistaken for drunken
Scottish dwarves.
Top Five Reasons A.S. President Jeff
Dodge cries himself to sleep every
night:
1. He ran out of Doritos.
2. Inability to roll over would make
anyone cry.
3. He’s two weeks late and can’t
remember the last guy that pirated his
poop chute.
4. Men in glory holes keep rejecting
him.
5. He has to have at least 5 drinks
before he whacks off.

Top Ten Reasons to Bulldoze the Che
Cafe:
1. It’s a potential parking lot.
2. The workers just might be inside.
3. Eliminate UCSD’s main louse
breeding ground.
4. Win the last battle of the cold war.
5. Could triple the size of the shed in
the back.
6. We can rescue the protein deficient
college students believed to be held in
the kitchen.
7. The quesadilla they made me had
no cheese.
8. It will give them a real reason to
protest.
9. If you blanch at killing a cow, how
can you be a revolutionary?
10. Give me a reason not to.
Top Five Things to do at Recess in
Kabul Elementary:
1. Minefield Hopscotch
2. Obstacle course
3. Kill the kids in Cave 14
4. Tend the poppies
5. Dodge Bullet
Top Five Complaints of Afghan
Yuppies:
1. Have to scavenge their own wheat
grass.
2. All the caves with vaulted ceilings
are wait-listed.
3. Never get to use their cruise-control.
4. Lattes just don’t taste right with
goat milk.
5. Casual wear is banned by law.
Top Five Reasons Why Kiddie Porn is
ok:
1. Don’t worry, it’s my daughter.
2. It’s art.
3. You can get kids to do just about
anything.
4. Professional porn stars need early
training.
5. Rampant midget shortage necessitates replacements.
Top Five things to shout at Mardi
Gras:
1. Spread Anal!!
2. Leave your shirt on plumpy!
3. I’m giving up my virginity for lent.
4. Beads for blowjobs anyone?
5. Hey, those are anal beads!

Top Five Reasons it Rocks to Be
Mexican:
1. People at Roberto’s don’t
SPOOGE on your rolled tacos.
2. Don’t have to wait in the long lines
at the border, you can just take the
tunnels.
3. You can be named Jesus.
4. Can easily pass for a Guatemalan.
5. Chances are you are not a UCSD
student.
Top Five Ways to Tell the Shuttle
Driver’s Insane:
1. There’s a row of silhouettes of
Honda Civics with red X’s through
them.
2. Goes by the name of Igor.
3. He takes a detour to his dungeon of
love.
4. His piss and fecal matter are oozing down the aisle.
5. He’s playing chicken with all the
other shuttle drivers.
Top Five Reasons to Marry a Single
Mom:
1. You’re a pedophile, two birds with
one stone.
2. Tax deductions.
3. Good excuse to buy a happy meal
and keep the little toys.
4. You don’t feel as guilty when you
beat someone else’s kids.
5. To hear the child say, "You're not
my dad."
Top Five Reasons to Mix Tobacco in
your Joint:
1. Tobacco-shy pussies won’t smoke
your shit.
2. Cuz thats how they do it in da
Dam.
3. Can tell pigs not to hassle you just
cuz you roll your own “cigarettes.”
4. Cuz it feel good ta be a gangsta.
5. Combining life weed with death
weed is ying-yangarific.
Top Five Reasons to Eat Pickled Pigs
Feet:
1. It’s the other white feet.
2. Built in tooth picks.
3. Mmm...sucking dead toes
4. Because they’re out of goat testicles
5. What else would you eat with
Mickey’s™ Fine Malt Liquor?
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Danielle Does...
North America
Why is everyone so worried about Danielle Van Dam? I think it is
pretty obvious that she’s having a great time. Judging by the
sightings reported to the SDPD and the FBI, Danielle Van Dam has
been on a whirlwind tour of North America, the likes of which you
and I should be jealous. The map at right is an actual map of the
locations of sightings by people just like you and me. She’s out
there, there’s no doubt about that. Even just a quick glance at the
map indicates that Danielle Van Dam is living like a rock star,
screwing groupies and playing to concert halls of more than 50,000
people. Although she is young, we at The Koala all agree that
Danielle is mature enough to handle the pressures of life on the
road. Keep sending in those sightings to the FBI so we can keep
up to the minute about her continuing adventures in North
America. Her label, No-Ransom Recordings, has been very tightlipped about her location at any given time, so we are depending on
your sightings so that we can live vicariously through the lucky
little girl.
The following is a transcription of an ctual telephone
conversations with one of the many people who have called the
authorities regarding the current location of Danielle.
Operator: Hello?
Caller: Hi. I saw Danielle Van Dam today.
O: Where are you ma’am?
C: I’m in British Columbia.
O: Okay, well thank you.
C: Is that it? Don’t you want to know
where she was?
O: That’s okay ma’am. Thank you.
C: Excuse me. Did you hear what I just said?
O: Good day, ma’am.
[click]
Here is another from Oklahoma:
O: Hello?
C: Yep. Hey there, I saw that little girl from California at the Circle K.
Do I get a reward?
O: We need to get a few more details, sir. Where did you say you saw
her?
C: Listen, woman. I ain’t tellin you nothing. If you think you’re moving
in on my reward, you’re crazy.
O: Sir, we can’t give you the reward money unless we know where you
are.
[click]

As you can see, Americans love a good game of hide-and-go-seek.
Go, Danielle! It’s your turn to hide!!
Tune in next time for an updated list of places Danielle has been
spotted.

GROW UCSD:

These pics brought out of
the closet for you by our
friends in La Regencia.
Keep ‘em coming!
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“The ‘Party’ People”
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Skullfucking: Passing Fad or Here To Stay?
We used to tell kids, “It’s all fun and
games until someone puts an eye out.”
Nowadays, many consenting adults are figuring
out that the fun and games are just beginning
with the loss of an eye.
If you are living in Revelle, you have
probably noticed the recent revolution sweeping
through the porn industry. Fake breasts and
lesbian threesomes are old and outdated. Socket
Erotica, or the penile penetration of an empty
ocular cavity, is bold and hip — the porn of a

new generation. Or bold and shoulder, whatever
puts a sparkle in your eye. Or a penis in your
eye.
Obviously, with the rise of this new porn
genre, educating children about scissor safety has
never been easier. If you fail to get your point
across with a video, and your brat loses an eye,
at least they’ll still be able to support you in your
old age.
“If you taste bile in your throat while
you are jacking off to this head-pounding erotica
. . . well that means you are watching some
primo shit,” explains an anonymous Revelle RA,
speaking as a self-proclaimed socket-fucking
expert.
With the recent release of the Sally
Socket classic, In the Eye of the Beholder, in a
limited edition re-mastered DVD boxed set,
things are looking awfully good for socket
enthusiasts around the world.
According to Jack Bonereye, president
of Eye Spy Industries — the world’s leading
producer and distributor of eye-sex films, eyefetish freaks can expect the release of several
new full length movies hitting the shelves early
in 2002. Eyes Wide Shut and Out of Sight, In
Her Head, two eagerly anticipated works starring
the famous Left-Eye Betty, also are the stage for
the triumphant return of Eyerene Blinky to the
adult film industry this January. Blinky, whose
former career as pornstar Snowball Riviera

ended in an ill-fated dildo accident in April of
1996 that left her without a right eye.
“I really think my rise from the ashes
can inspire anyone who has ever faced
adversity,” says the patch-wearing Blinky. “This
just shows that when life hands you lemons, try
to stick ‘em in your eye.”
Is Socket Porn here to stay, or will it
fade away . . . in the blink of an eye?
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Stupid Shit
Around UCSD
Have you noticed that all of the signs at Center Hall have braille on them?
I’m all in favor of accomodating the blind, but what good does braille on a
sign do when the whole building has a stucco exterior?
And the tiny toilets on the second floor. The urinals are about three inches
off the floor and go to about two feet in height. I have to put on my driving
glasses just to find the target area. I think those must have been installed for
the Preuss School kids that always tour around here. Center Hall must be the
potty break for them.
On the third floor of McGill Hall, there are blue boxes located on the wall
right below the ceiling. They are flood alarms/drains. Seriously. Maybe it’s
just me, but it hardly seems worth it to put a flood drain on the third floor of
McGill Hall. You’d think that once the flood reached the third floor of
McGill Hall, most everyone would have figured out that there is a flood
going on without the heads-up provided by an alarm. Furthermore, if the
flood drain is actually at all effective, why don’t they put it lower, that way,
we wouldn’t have to wait until 95% of the school was underwater before we
start fighting back against the flood. Or, maybe I’m just a crackpot.
The UCSD Bookstore has a little basket of pencil grips for sale at the counter.
Next to the pencil grips is a flyer that contains instructions on how to put the
pencil grip on your pencil. I gotta admit, though I often feel like I’m smarter
than most of the other students here, instructions on how to put on a pencil
grip is a little more than I really expected. It even has separate instructions
for right-handers and lefties, just in case the little “L” and “R” that are
printed directly on the pencil grips didn’t tip you off to turn the thing upside
down.
I found a flyer for the Revelle Judicial Board the other day. It was trying to
get student volunteers to be on the J-Board. It had a section where frequently
asked questions were answered. The question was what is the J-Board here
to do? The answer was “Some students who break the rules want a ‘trial’ or
formal hearing.” So much for the idea of innocent until proven guilty, huh?
Yep, those damn rule breakers are always wanting some kind of “trial.”
I love all of these toilets they’ve put on campus now that flush automatically
after you use them. God knows what a burden it was to pull the little lever on
the old toilets. Now if they’d only build more parking spaces...

This is a public service
advertisement. In accordance
with new airport security
measures, the following items
will not be allowed on an
airplane:
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“Drinking the AS to Detox”
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Attention Vinylphiles!!!
Cyclotron Records stocks 12" vinyl,
CDs and accessories for DJs.
Techno, House, Progressive,
Trance, Drum 'n' Bass, and
Breakbeat. For a limited time,
Koala readers can receive a 10%
discount on all orders by
using the following
coupon
number:
KoalaSD01172002.

http://www.cyclotronrecords.com
Tired of spending all day
with your fingers in your
nose? Take a new angle on
your daily drudge by
joining THE KOALA.
This guy did and he’s never
been the same since! This
could be you. Come by the
Media Lounge, above Soft
Money Reserves in Ye
Olde Studente Centre on
Friday, March 8th around
4:30pm. You, too, can be
accused of racism in UCSD
media.

The Koala
RECRUITMENT MEETING

Koala FUN FACT!
Last Friday evening, a freshman living in Revelle’s Argo Hall discovered masturbation 20 minutes after his
first beer. “I never thought I was so easy! Beer is so much more than just a social lubricant!” he exclaimed
after his encounter. “Now I can have an active sex life and still keep up straight A’s in my CSE classes!”
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“UCSD: The Home of One Rape Every Two Years”
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Happy Rape
-- or --

How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Forced Sex
With the increase in sexual abuse
crimes on campus, there is a good chance
that, as a woman, you will be raped in the
next few years. For example, the UCSD
Women’s Center calculates that 1 out of 5
college women have been sexually abused.
Extrapolating, THE KOALA calculates that
if UCSD has 10,000 women, there should
be approximately 2000 cases of sexual
abuse, 400 two-timers, 80 three-peats or hat
tricks, 16 four-baggers, and 3 fivers. With
so many cases of sexual abuse, some
women are taking a different approach to
dealing with rape: Embrace it. We turn to
Nancy, one of the more vocal fivers on the
UCSD campus, “With so many rapes on
campus, women need to focus less on
methods for preventing and focus more on
dealing with rape. Women must realize that
rapists aren’t necessarily “bad” people, they
just like to get their fuck on. With this in
mind, I will cover methods of dealing with a
rape in progress at every stage of the rape.
When the rape first starts, try to talk the
rapist down. One example would be to tell
the rapist, “Put it in my ass, I just can’t get
pregnant.” This has several advantages.
First, at least his dick isn’t in your twat, it’s

where it belongs, with the shit. You also
cannot get pregnant, which saves the cost of
an abortion and condom. And a woman’s
virginity status is not affected by ass sex.
Once the rape is underway, the goal
would be to try to get him off as fast as
possible. Offering him a blowjob
beforehand can work wonders. Another
technique would be to offer to have a
threesome with the rapist(s) and your friend/
little sister/mother at a later date. This not
only delays the rape and allows the rapist to
change his mind, but if the threesome
actually occurs, it will be spread out evenly
between you and the threesome partner of
your choice. Both of these strategies will
reduce the time in which this random dude
is inside you.
Some contemporary scholars
recommend that you amuse yourself during
the rape. Go ahead and laugh at this man’s
shortcomings. Fixate on physical problems
that this man must have in order to resort to
rape in order to get some. Does he have a
small dick? Is it shaped/curved in a funny
way? Laughing will flex muscles in your
twat and squeeze his dick, hopefully
hastening his orgasm.

My personal favorite is to make sure
to offer him a cigarette after sex. By
relaxing the rapist, this will reduce the
chances of an after rape beating. As a
woman, you will be doing your sisters a
favor by reducing the life span of the rapist.
If you are one of those women who
absolutely cannot be raped for one reason or
another, there are strategies that will make
sure you are never raped. First is to become
a part time prostitute. According to the
Supreme Court, this changes the crime from
rape to theft. This also opens up the
possibility of a civil suit to recover lost
wages. Next, start eating more. Not only
will you be totally repulsive to any man, it’s
hard to fit cock into a mouth that is already
full of cake. If a girl gets fat enough, rapists
will be frustrated after failing to find a hole
to rape. The last way to avoid rape all
together is the Nancy Reagan method. This
is also known as the “Just say ‘Yes’ ”
method. If you just say yes, it’s no longer
rape. Keep repeating “Yes, oh yes!” to the
rapist. Not only will it totally confuse the
rapist, it will make sure that the sex will not
be defined in any court as rape, and you will
not have to live with the shameful disgrace
of it having been your fault.

Duel of the Dodges
This epic battle pits the legendary Dodge Ram 4x4 against porky
A.S. President Jeff Dodge. Who will prevail? Consult the Tale of the Tape:

Dodge Ram 4x4

A.S. President Jeff Dodge

Built Ram Tough

Gets Rammed Tough

Gas Guzzler

Cum Guzzler

Ton and a Half of Detroit Ingenuity

Ton and a Half of Rank-Ass Cellulite

Has Torque

Is Dork

Can Drive Over a Ditch

Whines like a Bitch

Four-By

Is Bi

Smoking Exhaust Pipe

Smoking Cock Pipe

Hey you technologically advanced monkeys! Not producing Shakespeare after
banging on the keyboard? Your favorite porn sites closed down? Well, we’ve
got the solution for you...Put down the lotion and check out The Koala’s
ass-whoopin’ website!

www.thekoala.org
It’ll solve all your problems. Promise.
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PARTY REVIEWS

Martin Luther King Jr. Day Party - Rex’s Pad

Hustler Store Opening Party 2/15/01, The Hustler Store in Gaslamp

In the spirit of Hallmark and their uncanny ability to create holidays, I decided to
start a new tradition. This year, Martin Luther King Jr. Day would move up in the ranks from a
mere day of remembrance to a full-fledged holiday complete with carols, a color, a traditional
meal, and an alcohol sponsorship.
My invitation was simple, “Hey MLK party at my house Monday, bring a forty.”
The RSVP was even simpler, “Should I bring some collard greens?”
“Hells yeah muthafucka (sic).” Of course, no one knew what collard greens were so I bought
some artichokes and asparagus instead. We also barbecued some chicken and ribs and we had a
green salad on the side. For dessert, needless to say, there was watermelon. I’ve had this same
exact meal a thousand times before at summer barbecues with my parents but never before was
it quite so ethnic as when I chased it down with “Old E.”
There was only one rule that night: every can or bottle that you were holding had to be in a
brown paper bag. It didn’t matter if you were drinking a forty of Old English or a forty of
Mickey’s Ice, a bottle of Boone’s or a bottle of White Lightning MD 20/20. Every person’s
drink needed a brown paper bag no matter what, even those folks drinking the grape or
strawberry soda.
We listened to my Snoop album a few times while we played “bones”, or dominoes, and we
smoked Newport cigarettes. We called each other “muthafucka” and we concurred with the
urban colloquial phrase “A-ight”. We also used the N-word a lot but it was always preceded by
the word “my.” Oh yeah, we also made sure to end the N-word with an “a” as opposed to an
“er.”
The party was a huge success (no one got shot) and next year’s festivity will be even bigger.
Peace.

Got there way too early. Seems like The Koala isn’t a reputable enough
paper to qualify to enter the VIP party. After being rebuffed several times, we decide
to wait in line like the rest of the public. Fortunately, a representative from WET
lubricants we met earlier saw us in line and took pity on us. After giving us a pair of
hats with the WET logo emblazoned on top, we approached the humongous goon at
the front door of the store, who let us in. We were immediately greeted with glasses
of champagne and hors d'oeuvres [Add a Star]. After knocking back some free drinks,
I started to make my way upstairs. My champagne glass was filled several times by
passing employees [Add a Star]. After getting to the third floor, there were porn stars /
Hustler Honeys aplenty [Add a Star]. Larry Flynt had a handful of people around him
taking pictures and getting autographs. I decided to buy a Hustler and get it signed.
Not only did Larry sign it, but he signed the breasts of the woman in line directly in
front of me [Add a Star]. I also met some interesting porn stars [Add a Star]. When I
asked one of the more shapely porn stars for an autographed picture for the office, she
stood there blankly for a minute and asked, “How do you spell Koala?” [Minus a Star
for Blatant Stupidity]. Later on, the most polite sleazebag I have ever met asked me
if I could take a picture of him with my girlfriend. I was surprised that in a room full
of strippers, porn stars, and even Carmen Electra this guy wanted to take a picture of
my girlfriend, a student at Revelle. Shows that a few fine chicks exist at UCSD
(Better get ‘em quick). When we left, the people we were standing in line with hours
earlier were still standing in line. All and all a wonderful time.

Frisbee club tournament party at Scripps on 2/17/02

The Bitch-Ass Roommate is Gone! Party at Mike and Jeremy’s house.
Started at 5 in the afternoon on 1/11/02. Most of The Koala crew was present. The
11th year UCSD student (I shit you not) also made an appearance to hit on the Freshman ladies.
Plus one star because freak girl actually vomited before 7 PM. I now know what half-digested
cheese looks like on my front lawn/porch. Plus one star because of the good ratio at the
beginning of the party. Add one star because we finally dusted the keg of Tatonka Stout (and
another keg). Minus one star because I had to stop the party at 3 AM. Chalk up another star
because the festivities lasted for 10 straight hours. Props to the DJ club for spinning for 8
hours straight, despite getting carne asada all over my carpet and subwoofer. Thanks to the
nameless Koala recruit who made it to the back yard, rather than vomiting on my living room
floor again. Minus one star because of a glut of sausage near the end of the party. Amazingly
the expected appearance from the SDPD did not materialize.

New Year’s Party - Mira Mesa
This is what happens when you get too far from the ocean. Although it started off
pretty well, with kegs of good beer and champagne on ice, there were a lot of high school kids
from the neighborhood there, many with toddlers. It seemed pretty harmless originally, but
after twelve, the pile of empty champagne bottles proved too tempting for the high schoolers,
who were away from mommy and drunk. One guy decides that he wants to juggle the bottles
and after he breaks about three, one of the moms gets the bright idea to shut the screen door so
the kiddies don’t get shards of glass in their eyes (because we all know that the best protection
against shards of flying glass is a screen door). Then, his buddy wanted to do tandem juggling,
so they threw the bottles at each other. After about a dozen more broken bottles, we had to
leave. On our way out, a little boy handed Marissa a piece of broken glass. If it weren’t for
the fact that this was a friend’s house, we might have had to lay some law. But it was, so we
left without incident. Fun party, but mass quantities of broken glass is never cool.

Probably the only party I'll ever be at where every third guy had hair even
longer than mine (shoulders). There were lots of lovely, lovely meaning non-UCSD,
ladies from universities nationwide. The Berkeley girls in particular seemed to be
wearing really slutty Halloween costumes, but on closer inspection I realized they
were just in their normal attire. Spiderman was crawling around in the rafters, and all
seemed well. But wait! Where was the beer? Over on the corner of a patio a solid
brick of flesh was surrounding the kegs. The ungrateful and wavering mass nearly
pushed the beer guy off the deck! So I was compressed into wafer form for half an
hour and just as I was to get my SECOND beer the last keg taps out. Grrrrrrreat. 4
stars for the fine frisbee females and multiple kegs on UCSD property, but -1 for
having to mosh with a bunch of dudes for the beer that never was.

Fuck finals - Friday
The final materialization of a conglomeration of The Koala, Dual-Birthday,
and DJ club event planned over many an hour of smoking. My partying started with
five chain-smoked joints, some Up-Your-Gas (An all-natural caffeine/speed horse pill,
availible at your local Ralphs, not to be used as an illicit street drug or in the presence
of alcohol...) downed with a pint of beer. Slowly, it came to be that I realized that the
only peeps in my house were the usual loaders that frequented my domicile on a bidaily basis. Nevertheless, those frequent loaders started bringing over their loader
friends with their loose women (plus one star) and then was their a party to be had!!
The DJ club brought their heavy jungle beats spiked with pyschodelics (plus one star)
making the poor lighting in the house vibrate with much needed trailers (plus another
star). A decent amount of drama prevailed over the normal drunken hub-bub to make
this an unforgettable night for some (minus one star). By 2:00AM a new group of
loaders moved in to make the scene more hazy by smoking every single glass piece in
the house (plus one star) intermixed with all the miscellanous pipes brought over,
wow. The booze never seemed to stop thank God (Up-Your-Gas plus booze equals all
night long) plus one star. No cops one star. This party was so cool that I didn’t even
need to get laid. Minus one star because I didn’t get laid.

Brigham Young Auto Sales
Three Wife Model

One Wife (Or Two Frigid Bitches) Model

“If cars like these were available to me, I could have
married 56 more women!”

Two Wife Model

You Lucky Bastard Model

“Don’t break your vows with God just because you’re running out of room for more kids in
your car, have her squirt out a few more and come to Brigham Young Auto Sales!”

March 4, 2002

“Cashin’ in on Enron”

Koala Exposé:
The Koala has finally answered the
question that has bedeviled the minds
of much smarter (read: sober) people
than us for the last 3 years. Why
would the notoriously tight ass U.C.
Regents pay to provide primary school
education for
hundreds of
impoverished
inner-city minority
youths when they
fail to even
provide parking
spots for students
who pay?
To answer this
tidy conundrum,
The Koala looked
no further than our
own Triton sports
programs. Everyone knows that one
of the many
reasons UCSD is a
laughingstock in
the eyes of
erotically-active
Americans, is the
Division III dried
jizz we call Triton
sports. Can you imagine the pain
every morning of waking up and
realizing that you are the Guardian
sports editor and have to come up with
eight different euphemisms for how we
got our asses spanked like red-haired

stepchildren by the likes of College of
the Desert? Most other Division III
schools don’t even have juniors and
seniors.
Why does a school of 20,000
students find it so difficult to obtain
even the most
basic level of
sporting dignity?
Just glance at the
UCSD basketball
team. Every
Division I
basketball team
relies on at least 9
or ten black
dudes to actually
score points. But
the one black
dude on the
Triton squad got
his early hoopin’
trainin’ at the
afterschool
meetings of the
Physics Club. No
wonder, then, that
the St. Cloud
Huskies make
minced meat out
of our ranks of lurpy white
ballhandlers and undergrown asian
power forwards, much to the chagrin
of money-grubbing administrators
trying to foster school spirit in the
Alumni Association.

“Due to our funding
being vetoed by Jeff
Dodge, we were unable to afford fancyass “spy equipment”
and instead had to
get the kids wired
with methamphetamine.”
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The truth behind
the Preuss School...

A Preuss school official calculates the monthly growth
coefficient for a future Division I star.

Koala Undercover
So what does this have to do with
the Preuss School? Well, in case you
haven’t already figured it out, as your
number one source for reliable and
accurate reporting, we will not shy
away from stating the obvious. The
Koala has uncovered, from the secret
files in the catacombs of Urey Hall, a
sinister plot by the Regents to avert the
voter-imposed regulations of Proposition 209 by offering specialized
admissions for Preuss School grads.
Koala reporters recruited two UCSD

baskeball players to pose as Preuss
schoolers as well as two young black
children from Lincoln Park. We sent
these four into Preuss school, wired, to
delve into the underpinnings of the
Preuss scholastic advancement
program. Unfortunately, due to our
funding being vetoed by Jeff Dodge,
we were unable to afford fancy-ass
“spy equipment” and instead had to get
the kids wired with methamphetamine.
These four intrepid reporters went in
and what they discovered may change
everything you thought you knew
about the dairy industry of America.
In a nutshell, the young black
children failed all of their classes
miserably, most likely from a poor
home learning environment. The
basketball players from our team went
in, and excelled in every aspect of the
academic environment of the Preuss
school. One area, however, they did
not excel in was the “monthly growth
coefficient.” Every month, the
teachers lined the children up and took
their heights. Over the course of the
quarter, these measurements were put
through a formula that pumped out a
coefficient that all of the students
grades were multiplied by. Of course,
the UCSD basketball players were not
growing at a noticable rate, while the
young black kids, who were finally
provided with not only decent
nutrition, but with what were later
found to be human growth hormone.
In the final tally, both of the UCSD
basketball players were failed out
from the school, while one of the
black students became valedictorian
and the other popped the shit out of
the poonanny of his teacher, the whole
time hopelessly addicted to the speed
we so fatefully started them on. By
gaining access to San Diego’s pool of
potential basketball stars and bringing
them in to the system young, the
Regents have created their own fiveyear plan to Division I basketball.
When the two meth addict black
students and their classmates graduate
high school in five years, UCSD will
be waiting with open arms (and
special Preuss school admission
criteria) to accept these Division I
basketball pioneers. But the beauty
part is that the Preuss school will
continue to churn out hormonally
superior minority students to feed the
ranks of Triton sports for years to
come. I bet that really butters your
burrito.

You asked for ‘em...

Koala

PERSONALS
Dear AEPi,
You made a deathly ill mistake. It is unfortunate,
but you have lost. DAAAHHHH, DAAAHHHH,
DAAAHHHH!!!>........
-The One
dear pi kappa anybody,
you bunch of sorry ass faggets. no one fuckin
likes you. just disapear go fuck each other cause
thats all you can get and for the record no matter
how hard you think rimac can make you i'll beat
any of you soft ass bitches down!
Hey to the fucking homosexual ass licking curly
haired idiot who sits in the front of my DOC class
at 10:10 lecture. Shut ur cum filled vagina blood
infested mouth. You annoying as fuck, if you
wanna be a goody good then go fuck our professor on your own time. Im sure you love to take it
up ass, and if fact, im sure thats why u talk like a
goddamn sissy. Its cuz of all the dicks you've had
to have up ur ass inorder to get good grades to get
into ucsd.
- Your 9999 gay homosexual Dads
To all you Tazmanian Fuck Nuggets in ECE 20A
lecture - turn off you fucking cell phones!! Tell
yo mamma that you'll be home as soon as you
can to "service her" with the broom handle as
soon as you can and to stop fucking calling.
WE love sucking cock - The girls in the TMC Q
building
PS- we swallow and lick it all off, even its on our
faces
To the hot girl in my chemistry 6A class, you
have the hugest tits and the nicest ass. Everytime
I see you I wet my chemistry book. I wanna titty
fuck ur tits until they flatten out like pancakes. I
wanan ride ur ass so hard that I break it like the
World Trade Center. I love you please have sex
with me. I want your baby, please play with mine.
- Your sicko father
I love starwars, DOC, and jerking off to
jewbacca. The gay faggot in the marshall uppers
in the H building who looks like he's 12. I ride a
univega, love my wheels baby
- Gay ass UCSD freshman who will never get
laid
I love the koala, just as much as I love fucking
mom 7 dads in the ass.
-adam sharki
Hey fucknut of a roomate,
you leave your shit all over the place and expect
everyone else to pick up and clean after you! Ask
your mom for some cleaning supplies; or i'll just
ask her myself when I see her for our nightly
"meatings"! She's GREAT at relieving stress from
my finals!
Call me a freshmen, but WTF is up w/ the school
selling us 8 sheets of wide rule paper that is
barely 8x11 and poorly binded in a nasty ass blue
cover lil book that say "Examination Blue Book"
on the cover @ $.20 a piece? i swear the professors have got to get commission for this otherwise they wouldn't tell everyone to get one.
To all the asshole brazilian triathletes (especially
the one who works at Roma):
Eat my dirrrrrrty pussy, you motherfuckers. You
are all lying, cheating, worthless piles of maggot-

infested, radioactive dog shit. You're all too
stupid to speak english correctly, and you smell
like ass crack. The next time one of you comes
near my hot ass I am going to rip your tiny penis
off. In conclusion, eat my dirrrrrrrrrty pussy, you
fuck-nuts.
Mad Love,
The hottest American slut that you will never get
to poke
Weezer fuckin sucks. What the fizuck?!? Fuck
Rivers Homo and his crappy music. And fuck
you all for liking that shit. Fuck fuck fuck. What
else? Oh yeah. Fuck ska, fuck 80s, fuck indie,
fuck the gay radio station...and while I'm typing,
fuck Anime. Seriously, what the FUCK? I mean,
think about it. My favorite shit is the four frames
per second, lack of blinking, and...you
know...general crappiness.
I go to UCI but I want this one UCSD chick cuz I
see her around whenever I go back to San Diego,
she is so fine k later
It's about time the Koala had some real personals.
No bullshitting, I'm looking for a girl who likes
to give head and is good at it...unless she just
wants to practice. It can just be a one time blow
job, or it can be a daily thing, whatever. I'm
decently attractive, and as long as you are too
please, for the love of god, e-mail me at
justgivemehead@hotmail.com.

We didn’t write these
personals. We found them
in a lake in Georgia. They
could be 25 years old, so if
they stink, you’ll know why.

said it. and one more thing i need to get off my
chest Uruguay does not deserve to be in the
world cup fuck you dick weed cock licking ass
fucking mutha' fuka' -pissed off suite mate
ATTENTION: UCSD females
Is the freshman 15 hitting you hard this quarter?
Come try out a FREE revolutionary liquid diet
straight from the tap with a variety of flavors.
This advanced protein shake is full of phosphates,
ribose, and all kinds of creamy goodness. Guaranteed to lose weight in 7 days of committed
embibement or your money back. Located at
CLICS next to the hymen removal center.
Dear Satan,
I've done what you've asked of me father. I have
urinated on the Mormon tabernacle and exposed
the "prophet" Smith as a flaming homosexual. I
placed the Napolean's unholy dingle-berries in
the vegetarian chili at the co-op. I have gathered a
black mass consisting of catholic schoolgirls who
can be found on the top of AP&M extolling thy
name to the tune of Who Let the Dogs out while
beating on naked midgets. All I ask is that we can
hang out sometime so that I may be seen with
you and possibly get laid by my biochem TA, and
you know what the T and the A means. Lets
hangout at the Peachpit, or just get naked and do
illegal things with peach pits.
-a servant of our lord by my own accord
I don't have any pants on.

To the pathetic organization known as Psi Chi
Omega,
for the good of the Asian Greek system ... GO!
Give up your letters and disband. You would be
doing everone on campus a favor. Your "nonfraternity fraternity" is a sorry collection of
freaks, fags, and weirdos that not only receives
no respect from anyone on campus but will also
never amount to anything. Know that I am only
saying publicly what everyone else thinks to
themselves. Without AGC to save your shitty
fraternity no one would ever support you. Why
do you even try to rush? Why do you even dare
to compete? The two losers you manage to recruit
every year merely prolongs your short, agonizing,
inevitable death. GO!!!
An observer
ECE 165 discussion:
Henry, the TA: "A latch is not a flip-flop."
Steve, the idiot: "Wait... So a latch is *not* a
flip-flop?"
Henry, the TA: "Yes, a latch is NOT a flip-flop."
Steve, the idiot: "Hang on... Lemme get this
straight: a latch is *not* ..."
Ahh, good times.
ECE 165: 5n-1. Last I checked, Steve, being able
to count was a prerequisite for this class. Sooo...
In the future, put your hand down, shut up, and
stop asking stupid questions. I don't know how
you made it past ECE 108, but somehow they've
let your idiocy spread to our other classes. Shut
the fuck up or I'll shove that fucking carpal tunnel
wrist brace of yours up your fucking ass.
From: Everyone in class, and the professor too.
to the Uruguayan basterd that lives across the hall
from me,
your not from fucking Uruguay shut the fuck up
you were born in Chicago. And another thing
you fucking suck...and wait yeh you still lick my
ass you basterd and you suck at tennis. There i

To my fuck ass roommate:
Why the fuck are you so obsessed with CAL
Berkely? You didn't get in and came here, big
fucking deal. I think you went overboard with
the Cal poster, Cal Teddy Bear, and Cal hat.
What the fuck is your problem? Everyone at Cal
laughs at you because you are thier bitch, bitch!
A guy whose roommate is obsessed with Cal
Hey Burger King (you know who you are sam
it!) I just wanted to say I hate Sum41 and Unwritten Law like HELL and I'm just too much of a
push over to not buy the ticket and go like you
told me to. Just kidding, but seriously, they suck.
Im a man and I slept in Eric's bed all weekend.
I Like Asians. Some Bacardi, Vodka, a couple
Bong rips, or a Roofie Colada and the cute lil'
asian broads are out like an MQ editor after 2
jager shots! Hence more asians = more cute short
asians = more sex for me. Think about it.
-El Grande jew
To the sorry mutherfuckers who were selling
food for "Hunger Relief" on the Library Walk:
Don't send those hungry people food - send them
U-Hauls!

Personals, folks.
PERSONALS. Write some.
Drop them in the bag at
PORTER’S PUB or send
them to
personals@thekoala.org.
By the way, Porter’s Pub
serves Heineken.

